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IRE National Con"entionReco1'd 7 - 1959, Part! 1, page 42:
DuHtuuel & Be%'X'y If A New Concept In High FrequenCY Antenna
De
. s4"'n"·
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.
. "'C
,
. UENational Convention Re.cord 5 -1957, pal"t'lt!l, page 119t
DuHallle1 & Isbell .. article on antennas.
!

RichaX'li S. Phillips
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I called Crerar to see 1f they had a copy of the art1cle
and somehow or other the c1tat10n 1s wrong.

There are

two art1cles as follows:

IRE Nat10nal Convention Record 7 - 1959 {N"~ b p Part I, p.42
DuHamel & Berry "A New Concept 1n H1gh Frequency Antenna Des1gn"
and

IRE Nat10nal Convent1on ReClord 5, 1957,
;DuHamel

&

bp

Part

l~

p.119

Isbell- art1cle on antennas.

T~ec1tat1on you,

have 1s sort ofa

comb1nat10~

Do

,

you want me to request both or just the Duliamlel
Apparently they are related art1cles.

Belt'r'Y art1cle?
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Dfstrjct Court, E. D. New York
dence of commercia.Lsuccesstmay be of
value in a close or doubtful case, but it
is by no means conclusive. It must also CnANNlr.L MASTER CORPORATION v, JFD
}~LECTItONICS COIlPOItATIQN
be noted that the commercial success
concerning- which testimony Was given
GG-C-11G
Decided Nov. 3, 19G6
was the sale of the flocking material 01'
flocking mixture devised by the appli- PATENTS
cants, for which it is understood they
have an application pending. The claims 1. Par-ties to suit --.,;. Indepensable or
involved in this case are purely process
necessary (§ 49.5)
claims and arc not directed to any
Title
Assignments
Assignmaterial. To be sure, Mr. Scat-lati stated
ment or Ilcensc If 66.103)
that he understood that 95 percent of
One in position of assignee of patthe trade are using his process. He did
not indicate how he k'ne'.v this. Very ent has implied right to bring infringelikely his testimony was, to some rnent suit without joining patentee;
degree, at least, based on hearsay. But exclusive Iicense to make, use, and vend
his principal sales, in any event, were is in same category as an; assig-nthose of the mixture that he devised ment on theory that licensor holds
and the commercial- success that he title to patent in trust for licensee; even
achieved consists of sales' of that mix- though exclusive license is restricted-to
a specified territory or covers less
ture.
[3] Finally, it must be observed than full life of .patent, this 'r-emains
that it is the law in this Circuit, in true; however, exclusive licenseL'tc
connection with actions under 35 D.S.C, make, use and vend covering. only a
§ 145, to secure the granting of a pat- portion of field of patent monopoly is
ent, that doubts must be resolved a mere license which is insufficient.
against the applicant and in favor of to enable licensee to maintain infringethe Patent Office. There' are numerous ment suit without joining licensor;
authorities in this jurisdiction to that another reason why tnstene [ licensee
effect, the latest of. which is Reynolds cannot be required to defend; declarav, Aghnides, 356 F.2d 367, 148 USPQ tory judgment action alone istthat it
245. There are two reasons for this doc- . has no independent. right to 'institute
trine. The first is that doubts should be infringement action inasmuch as' :'right
resolved in favor of the correctness of to institute suit arises only if llic;ensor
administrative action, in this instance) fails to do so after a lapse of ,:30 idays.
rejection of the application. There
of courts-De~la~atory
is also a broader ground. The granting 2. Jurisdiction
judgment
Actual cQI'ltro'yersy
of a patent is a grant of a monopoly
(§ 43.303)
,
for a long period of time and it seems
Since defendant (licensee) cannot
to be in the public interest that monopolies should not be lightly awarded maintain infringement sui t without
and that doubts as to tIle right to such presence of patent 0 w n e r, action
a grant in any case should be resolved against . defendant seeking declaratory
judgment that patent is invalid isi. disagainst the applicant;
The Court perceives rio basis for dis- missed because of absence of a'dua]
agreeing with the, conclusion reached by controversy; even were it not clearithat
the Patent Office. Accordingly, judg- patent OWnCl"'S presence .is required,
ment will he rendered on the merits dis- court excrcisea discretion to dismiss
action since there is substantial doubt
missing the complaint.
, Counsel· may submit . proposed find- whether declaratory judgment would resolve controversy.
jugs and conclusions of .Iew.
'
3. Notice and marking patented (§ 46.)
Complaint states c a use of action
under :35 U.S.C.292 where it alleges
that patent mlsmarkings were know, 'j
ingly made by defendant with intent to
mislead n'nd deceive-public.
4. Notice and marking patcnted(§ 46.)
Jurisdiction of courts-e-Joindcr of
causes of action and partiesPatent and other issues (§ 43.355)
Inasmuch as pleaded misrepresentations alleged to constitute unfair competition relate to substantial and related-. claim, under patent .law for .miso

o
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marking' (35 U.S.C. 292), jurisdiction
may rest upon 28 U.S.C. 1338(b); fact
that 35 U.S.C. 292 is essentially penal
in character docs not eliminate it as it
related claim u n del' patent law described in 28. U.S.C. 1338(b); virtual
identity of proof is not required, it
being' sufficient that thoro is a considerable .ovci-lnp in factual basis of the
two claims.
TRADEMARKS
5. Fraud and misreprcscntnticn (§ 67.~
37)
Notice of infringement and marking
goods (§ 67.54)
Prohibition of 15 U.S.C. 1125(a) with
respect to a false designation of origin
or false description . with respect to
goods or services or containers for
goods is not limited to designation and
description relative to origin alone, but
applies to all such false descriptions
and designations with respect to such
goods arid services entering into inter":
state commerce; thus, statute confers
jurisdiction as to complaint alleging
unfair competition in that defendant
falsely represented that its goods
possess certain attributes and are covered by enumerated patents.
/ \

,V
'v

Action by Channel Master Corporation against JFD Electronics Corporation for declaratory judgment of patent
Invalidity and noninfrfngement, under
3.5 U.S.C. 292, and for unfair competifion. On defendant's motion to dismiss
complaint 01' to transfer action to anether district. Motion to dismiss granted
in part and denied in pa:rt; .motion to
transfer denied.
DARBY & DARBY (MORRIS RELSON OI
counsel) both of New York, N. Y., for
plaintiff.
OSTROLENK, FABER, GERB & SOFFEN (SID~
NEY G. FABER of counsel) both of New,
York, N. Y., for defendant.
BARTELS,

o

District Judge.

This action was brought by Channel
Master Corporation against JFD Electronics Corporation, University of Illinois Foundation (Foundation), and University of, Illinois (University) under
tha patent laws of the, United States for
a declarntoi-y judgment 'of patent invalidity, -noninfr'ingcment und unenfot-ceability. The complaint consists of two
counts, in the first of which plaintiff
seekarn declaratory judgment that it",,'
"CROSSFIRE" antennas do not infringe
defendant's patent rig-hts, and in the
second of which plaintiff seeks damages
and injunctive relief for (t) alleged .pntent m'ismarking by defendant,and·{ii)
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unfair competition by defendant in that
~t has falsely a,ccused plaintiff of copymg defendant s antenna. A
motion
made by University and Foundation to
diamisa the action. as against them upon
the ground of Improper service was
grunted, lcnving .T1"D Electronics Corporation as the sole defendant.
In Count I the complaint alleges that
Foundation is the record owner of the
Dwight E. Isbell Patent No. 3,210,767
entitled "F)'equencylndepcndent Unidirectional Antennas", which it licensed
to the defendant under an exclusive' license agreement dated December 1
1965; that defendant is engaged in :m:ak~
ing and selling antennas under said
patent in competition with plaintiff, in
the COUrse of whicb it accused. plaintiff
of infringing the Isbell patent by making and selling, without a license, radio
and television antennas embodying the
alleged invention of that patent, and
that the Isbell patent is directed to a
type of antenna known as log-periodic,
whereas plaintiff manufactures and sells
antennas under-the trademark "'CROSSFIRE" (the subject of plaintiff's U,S.
Patent No. 3,086,206 and the reissue
thereof, No. 25,604) which it states' are
not log-peroidic and thereby do nce Jnfringe the Isbell patent, which it also
claims is invalid.
In Count II the complaint alleges
that defendant manufactures certain antennas which it represents in its advertising and sales promotion statements
as log-periodic antennas operatingaccording to a patented log-periodic formula, whereas said antennas are not logperiodic and do not operate according. to
any such formula or patent; that defendant has caused to be marked upon its antennas (and particularly its LPV and
LPV-U lines), upon cartons therefor, and
in literature accompanying the same, the
wor-d "Patent", and has represented
that they were covered by certain .is,
sued or pending, patents, whereas, in
fact, they were not so covered and did
not embody any patented. invcrrticns ;
and -finally, that defendant has unfah-ly
competed with plaintiff by libelling and
disparaging plaintiff's "CROSSFIRE"
antennas as imitations of defendant's
allegedly log-periodic antennas, and also
by falsely claiming that its antennas
were orig:inal patented designs and that
plaintiff's patent was rejected, all to
pl aintiffts damage.
Accor-ding- to the license agreement
which was submitted with the motion
papers, the' Foundation. granted totfhe
defendant, among others, the following
rights: (a) An exclusive non-transfer,
t-able ,right and license to make, use or
sell antennas only: in the ficld or ,TC-

cc'iving antennae for TV and FM

b1'oad~
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cast.ing staiicne la1ui amtenmas for arnatcur and citizene band trrcmnieeian: and
reception in the United States and in
all foreign countries; (b) an option to
acquire a non-exclusive license for 811
other ticlde than the field .of the exclusive license; (c) the right to grant sublicenses upon its exclusive license; (d)
the 'right to institute suit for infringement 'upon the failure of the Foundation to br.ing suit within 'thir-ty days
.after requesting the Foundation to do
so; (e) the right to cancel the agreement upon ninety days' notice; and (f)
upon exptratlon of the agreement, an
option to renew the same for two additional tea-me (emphasis supplied).
Defendant moves under Rule 12(b)
(7), Fed. Rules Civ. Proc., 28 U.S.C.A.,
to dismiss Count I for failure to join an
indispensable party, namely, Foundatron, the; OWner of the patent; under
Rule 12(b) (6), Fed. Rules Civ. Proc., 28
U.S.C.A., to dismiss that portion of
Count II alleging patent mismarking
because of the absence of criminal intent to sustain the action, and under
Rule 12(b) (1), Fed. Rules Civ. Proc., 28
U.S.C.A., to dismiss the remaining portion of Count II alleging unfair competition for lack of jurisdiction over the
subject-matter. As an alternative to the
above, defendant moves under '28 U.S.
C~A. §, 1404 (a) for a change of venue
and transfer to the Northern District
of Illinois, Eastern Division.

Indispensable Party
[1J.] In view of the fact that the license to the defendant does not cover
the entire field of' the Isbell patent, the
Court concludes that Count I of the
complaint must be dismissed for lack
of an indispensable party. The narrow
question here is whether the defendant's
interest in this patent is sufficient to
enable it to bring the action for infringement without joining Foundation.
It is clear that if defendant were in the
position of an assignee of the Isbell
patent, it would have the implied right
to bl'ing' suit for infringement without
such joinder. T-he leading' ease of Waterman v. Mackenzie, 1891, 138 U.S. 252,
11 S.Ct. 334, teaches that the monopoly
g-ranted hy the patent laws cannot be
divided into parte, except as authorized by those laws, and tha't the patentee may assign (1) the whole patent,
(2) an undivided part or share of that
patent, or (3) the exclusive right under
the patent "to the. whole or anv-specified part of the United States" (,35
U.S.C.A. § 261). '1* * * Any assignment
or trarrsfer, short of one of these, is a
mere license, giving the licensee no title
in the patent, and no right to sue at
law in his own name for an infringe-

\
I
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merit" (Waterman v. Mackenzie, supra,
p. 255). In accordance with these principles an _exclusive license to make, usc
and vend is in the same category as an
assignment on the theory that the licensor holds title to the patent in trust
for, such licenses. Even though the exclusive license is restricted to a specified
territory or covers less than the full
life of the patent, this still remains
true. Wilson v. Rousseau, 1846 4 How.
646; Hartford National Bank' & Trust
Co. v. Henry L. Crowley & Co., 3 Cir.
1955,219 F.2d 568, 104 USPQ 254.
While the license 'in this case, is an
exclusive one to manufacture use and
vend, it covers only the field 'of receiving antennas for TV and FM broadcasting stations and antennas for amateur
and citizens band transmission and re-:
cep ticn. It does not include the field of
"radar antennas, antennas for military
application including communication,
AM broadcasting and receiving antennas", which is also covered by the
Isbell and other patents upon which
the license reste.r Plaintiff claims th.at
this is immaterial because the defendant has exclusive rights- in the exact'
field covered by the suit, citing in support thereof Pratt and Whitney Company v. United States, 'Ct. of CIs. 1957,
153 F.Supp. 409, 114 USPQ 246. While
that case upholds the plaintiff's contention, its authority is contrary to the
decision in Etherington v. Hardee, 5
Cir. 1961, 290 F.2d 28, 129 USPQ 205,
and Pope Manuf'g Co. v. Gcrmully &
Jeffery Manuf'g Co., 1892, 144 U.S. 248,
1'2 S.Ct. 641. In the latter case the COUl't
held that the grant of a limited use
under a patent is a mere license which
is insufficient to enable the liccJ'JSQC to
maintain an infr-insrement suit
ithout
joinder of the legal 'title-holder, coneluding' that "* * * it might lead to
very great confusion to permit a patentee to split up his title -within the
same territory into as many different
par-ts as there arc claims. * **" (p.
252). To the same effect is American
Chemical Paint Company v. Smith,
E.D.Pa. 1955, 131 F.Supp. 784, 106
USPQ 3Gl. There is a distinction between an exclusive license under a geographical or time limitation and nn exclusive Iicense under a use limitation.
The reason for permitting a licensee to
sue alone in the first two cases is based
upon the theory that the Iicensor has
in .substance g-ranted an assignment to
the licensee of the .whole patent and the
interests of the licensor and licensee in
protecting the same are identical, even
1 The exclusions are based upon representattons in the defendant's brief,
which plaintiff does not deny.
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though there is a geographical or time

limitation in the license. When, however, the exclusive license involves only
part of the patent, the interest of a
licensee in defending the validity of
that part may not he identical with the

interest of the licensor in defending the
whole. Consequently, in his absence, his
interest in the whole should not be subjectcd to the risk of the stain of invalidity in attack upon the part.
Another reason why the licensee cannot be required to defend this suit alone
is the absence of an independent right
in the licensee to institute an action
for patent infringement. Caldwell Manufactru-ing Co. v, Unique Balance Co.,
S.D.N.Y. 1955, 18 F.R.D. 258, 108 USPQ
7. In that case it was held that the
Iicensor-patentee was an indispensable
party to a suit against a licensee to
manufacture and vend in one field because the licensee's' right to bring suit
for infringement sprung into _existence
only after the licensor-patentee failed
to do so. The action was accordingly
tr-ansferr-ed to another district where
the validity of the patent and, the issue
of infringement could be litigated in
one suit in which all parties would be
present. Relying on the presence or
absence of licensee's right to bring suit
to protect the patent as the true test
rather than the classification of the
litigants as u 'licensees' or 'assignees,'''
(p. 268, 108 USPQ at 10), Judge Herlands said: H* ':' * In the absence of an
independent right to bring an action for
patent infringement, defendant-licensee
herein has no independent right to defend a suit seeking a, declaration as to
the validity of the licensed patent." (p.
264, 108 USPQ at 11). Assuming, without confirming, that an independent
right 2 in a non-exclusive licensee would
be sufficient to bring _suit involving invalidity and infringement without joinder of the licensor-patentee, no such independent right exists 1}e1'e because the
defendant's tight to institute such a suit
arises only if Foundation fails to do so
after a lapse of thirty days.
[2]' Since the
defendant
cannot
maintain the suit without the presence
of the patent owner, .there is an. additional ground f01' dismissal under the
Declaratory Judgments Act, 28 U .S.C~A.
§ 400, because of the absence of an "actual controversy" as required by the
3 "Independent right" means a rtght to
bring suit independent of any condition

precedent or any permission or control of
the hcensor-patentee. If the licensee's
right springs into -existence only after the
licensor has :failed to exercise his right
to bring SUit, the licensee's right is not
independent but conditional.

'II.
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Act. Contracting' Division, etc. v. New
York Life Ins. Co., 2 Cil'. UI40,118 F.2d
8G4, 4G USPQ 435. Even if it were not
clear that the patent owncrs presence
were rcqu ircd, the Court nevertheless
has the right, in its discretion, to )'(;lfURC to exercise its ju risdict.ion and dismiss the proceeding where, as here,
there is a substantial doubt whether the
declaratory judgment would resolve the
controversy. Aetna Casualty & Surety
Co. v. Quarles, 4. Cir. 1937, 92 F.2d 321;
Caldwell Manufacturing Co. v. Unique
Balance Co., supra; Technical Tape Corp.
v. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., S.D.
N.Y. 1955, 185 F.Supp. 505, 108 USPQ
114.
At great length plaintiff argues that
the recent amendment of Rule 19 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 28
U.S.C.A., and in particular subdivision
(b), requires a finding that Foundation
is not an indispensable party and hence
there should be no dismissal of Count
I but "in equity and good conscience
the action should proceed among the
parties", asserting that Foundation will
not be adversely affected by 'any judge
ment. With this the Court does not
agree. Plaintiff misconceives the effect
of the present Rule 19" subdivision (b).
While the new subdivision sets forth
four relevant factors as the. correct
criteria for deciding whether: the action
should proceed or be dismissed and provides for avoiding or lessening prejudice by the "shaping of relief", this subdivision is not at variance with the
settled authorities requiring dismissal
where' a party 'not joined may be seriously prejudiced through disposition 'of
the action in his absence. Here any
decision against the validity of the. patent would adversely affect Foundation
as to its remaining unlicensed patent
claims and any relief granted' to the
plaintiff in such a case would not prevent relitigation of the same issue by
Foundation. No shaping of relief or
other measures would cure such an inadequacy. Eui-thermore, plaintiff has an
adequate remedy in another jurisdiction
where all parties may be served and
brought before the court. The adjudicated cases earlier cited demonstrate
why, under the present circumstances,
Foundation is an indispensable party
and Rule 19 (b) does not require the action to proceed without joinder of. such
a party. It simply sharpens thedefinition of "indispensable party" in order
to eliminate any technical approach to
the problem, leaving the decision to proceed without joinder to the discretion
of the 'Court, Cf.," Provident 'I'radesmens
Bank and Trust Company et al. v,
Lumber-mens Mutual Casualty Company,
3 Cir. August 30, 1966, . - - F.2d - - ,

•
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where the lack of an indispensable party
was deemed to be a substantive defect.
Patent l\!ismarking
[3] The portion of Count IT alleging patent mismnrkinga is nrudicntcd
upon an alleged violation of 35 U.S.C.A.
§ 292, which permits any person to sue
for a penalty of $500 far each offense
under the statute involving false marking with an intent or purpoae to deceive.
Plaintiff alleges that the mismarkings
were knowingly made by the defendant with intent to mislead a-nd deceive
the public. The complaint therefore sets
forth a- good cause of action. Apparently
the only basis lor the defendant's motion is its claim of lack of intent. This
appears from the affidavit of Edward
Finkel, defendant's vice-president, who
asser-ts that he believes that the patent
markings and representations were accurate and that they WC1'C placed upon
the antennas in conformity with instructions received from Foundation
under the license agreement and that
under no circumstances was there an
intent to deceive or to falsely mark the
antennas, Hence, he contends that the
necessary element of .intent was lacking, Obviously" this motion cannot be
granted under Rule 1'2(b) (6) ;at best,
it can be considered only as a motion
for summary judgment. In this category it must also be denied because the
statements in .the complaint and the affidavit of defendant's vice-president, Edward Finkel, 'present a genuine issue as
to a material fact (Rule 56, Fed. Rules
Civ. Proc.,28 U.S:C.A.). Smith Welding
Equipment, Corp. v. Peaa-l et al., W.D.
Pa. 1956, 21 F ..R.D.196.

Unfair Competition
'I'hei-e r-emains for disposition the motion to cdismiss that portion of Count
II .alleging unfair competition upon the
ground that the Court lacks jurisdiction
over the subject matter.
[4] In this portion of Count II
plaintiff splits its claim of unfair competition into two parts, (L) false representations by defendant to the effect
that its antennas are log-periodic and
arc covered by a patented periodic formula and by certain enumerated patents, and {ii ] false representations by
defendant that plaintifE's "CROSSFIRE"
antennas wei'e not original but imitations of defendant's allegedly Iog-per-iodic antennas. There is no diversity
of citizenship between. the parties and
subject-matter jurisdiction in this Court
must therefore be founded upon some
Federal statute. Both categories of
misrepresentations in .this case relate,
in one form 01.' another, to the claim of
mismarking in Count II under the- pat-

'U.
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ent law, 35 U.S.C.A. § 292. Jurisdiction, therefore, may rest upon the provision of 28 U.S.C.A. § 1333 (b), which
reads as follows:
"The district courts Shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action
asser-ting chiim of unfair competition
when joined with a substantial and
related claim under the copyright,
patent or trademark laws."
The claims of unfair competition arc in
accordance with the terms of. the above
section, Joined with a substantial and
related claim under the patent law. The
fact that 35 U,S.C.A. § 292 is essentially penal in character does. not eliminate it as. a related claim under the
patent Law described in Section 1338
(b). In order to avoid piecemeal litigation a broader view has been taken in
this cir-cuit of the pendant jurisdiction
of ,Federal courts over non-Federal
claims which are joined with substantial Federal claims. To establish the existence of a substantial and related'
claim under ...Section 1388(b), virtual
identity of proof is not required and it
is sufficient if there is a considerable
overlap in the factual basis of the two
claims. Maternally Yours v. Your Maternity Shop, 2 Ci1'. 1956, 234 F.2d 538;
110 USPQ 462. For instance, the proof
that plaintiff adduces to show mismarking- under 35 V.S.C.A. § 292, will in':'
volve the coverage of the Isbell patent
as well as the defendant's intent.' Substantially the same proof will be neces- .
sary to .establlsh that defendant falsely
claimed that its antennaswcl'e! log;"
periodic and covered by cer-tain speciffcally numbered patents as set forth I»
the fir$t categorv of misj-epresenta tions.
Likewise, part of the same proof will
be necessary to establish tbnt plaintiff's
"CROSSJ[IRE" antennas were, not logperiodic antennas and were not covered
by the Isbell patent and hence not imitations of defendant's antennas as
claimed in the second category of false
rept-esentaticns.
[5] Although the complaint does
not, predicate jurisdiction upon 15· U.S.
C.A. § 1125(a)" [~43(0), Lanhan Act],

a This section reads as rojjows:
"Any person who shall arrtx, apply,
or annex, Or use in connection with any
goods or services, or any coutaduer or
contadncrs for goods, a false designation
of origin, or any false description or
representation, including words or other
symbols tending falsely to describe or
represent the same, and shall cause
such goods or services to enter into commerce, and any person Who shall wiJt,h
knowledge of the falsity of such desig..
nation of origin ordescrlption or representatdon cause or procure the same

o
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jur-isdiction may be rested upon that
section as to the first category of misrepresentations. The prohibition with
respect to a false designation of origin
or false description with respect to
goods or services or containers for
goods, is not limited to designation and
dcecript.ion relative to or-igin alone, as
'argued by the defendant. On the contrary, the prohibition applies to all such
false descriptions and desir~·tlations with
respect. to such goods and services entering into interstate commerce. L'AigIon Apparel v. Lena Lobell, Inc., 3 Orr.
1954,214 F.2d 6'19, 1(}2 USPQ 94.
For the above reasons, the motion
dismiss Count II must be denied.
Motion to Transfer
In view .oi the f.act that Count I will
be dismissed for lack of an indispensable party. the most important reasons
suggested by the defendant for change
of venue to the Northern District of
Illinois, Eastern Division, have disappeared; As the case now stands, the defendant has failed to show that the balance of convenience, either for the parties 01" witnesses, is sufficiently strong
in its favor to justify a transfer of the
case under 28 U.S.C.A. § 1404(a) to
another jurisdiction, Hence, the plaintiff's choice of. venue should not be disturbed. Gulf Oil Corporation v, Gilbert,
1947, 33(} U.S. 501, 67 S.Ct. 839; Ford
Motor Co. v. Ryan, 2 Ch-. 1950. 182 F .2d
329. The intereat of justice therefore
requires that this application be denied,
Settle order in accordance with the
above within ten (10) days' on two (2)
days' notice.

to
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to be transported or used in commerce
or deliver the same to any carrier to
be transported or used, shall be liable
_to a civi; actdon by any person doing
business in the locality falsely indicated
as that of origin 01' in the reg-ion in
which said locality is situated, or by
any person who believes that he is or
is likely to be damaged by the use of
any such false description 0,1" representation...·
,
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Dil'5ti'ict Court, S. D. Ohio, W. Div.
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v,

MAXON CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC.

Decided Oct. 4, 1966

PATENTS
1. Estoppel-As to infringement (§ 35.M

1(})
Estoppel-As to validity - Licensoror licensee (§ 35.156)
Although licensee cannot attack validity of licensed patent, it may I'efer to
prior art to limit scone of claims and
to show that claims should not he construed so broadly as to read upon its
device.
2.- Construction .[)f specification and
claims-Broad or narrow-In genera! (§ 22.1(}1)
Construction of specification and
claims-By Patent Officeproceed
Ings-c-In general (§ 22.151)
Construction of specification and
claims-By specification and drawings-In general (§ 22.251)
Patent claims must be read in. light
of 'specification. drawings, and file
wrapper history and may not be given
a construction broader' than teachings
of patent.
Particular patents-Dump Truck
2,465,899, Maxon, Dump Truck, liability for royalties fixed.
M

Action by Glenway Maxon, Jr.,
against Maxon Construction Company,
Inc., for royalties under patent license.
Complaint dismissed.
IRA l\'IILTON JONES, Milwaukee,Wis., and
IRVIN J. ZIPPERSTEIN and FRoIKIN &
ZIPPERSTEIN, both of Dayton, Ohio.-for

plaintiff.
LAWRENCE B. BIEBEL, JOSEPH G. NAUMAN, and MARECHAL. BIEBEL, FRENCH

. & BUGG, all of Dayton, Ohio, for de-

fendant.
WEINMAN. Chief Judge.
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This is ari action to recover royalties
claimed to be due plaintiff under a patent license agreement with defendant.
Over 20 years ago, plaintiff and .defend...
ant entered into a license agreement
under which defendant was licensed to
make a real' dump device which was
claimed in plaintiff's patent No. 2,465,·
899 i said patent has new expired.'
The only question in this. case is
whether the "side-dump" bodies made
and sold by defendant come within the
'scope of claim 15 of plaintiff's patent.
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